The band is me,
Thad (bass) and
the Drum
machine. We've
been together
since 1997.

I'm Justin. I play
guitar and sing in a band
called the Austerity
Program.

for  our  friends  in  
the  free  press.

I took this picture at work.

Here's us practicing the ratty south
Bronx Loft where I used to live.
Even less swank than it looks but
zero neighbors to complain.

in 2002, we were picked up by Hydra Head Records. We
asked for 5 grand to record our record and they said no.
So we said screw it and recorded it ourselves in a church.

ThE DIY Approach would become a
theme for us. A curse? perhaps.

We Toured a little bit on that record.
House shows where we slept on the
"stage" later on.

I was lying
awake wondering …
what's the singular of
scabies?

We doubled down on the DIY Approach.
in 2004 I began to build a recording
studio in my backyard.

The first EP was called
Terra Nova. Not exactly
Hydra Head's biggest seller.

I'm gonna
build it in this
here space!

Hey, I
thought it
was good!
I had no idea it would take 3 1/2 years.
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then, After scribbling down on a bunch of
paper, burning through 2 dozen demo CD-Rs
and filling up 6 reels of tape, our first LP
was done finished.

I kinda like the
pink flowers on
the cover.

Seems weird that I
would take a picture of
all this...

That Record, Black Madonna, came out in 2007.
We began to develop an audience.

We played some shows on that record with some
great bands, including Genghis Tron, Young
Widows, Russian Circles, Daughters, Pelican ...

Three long years later and another EP. This
was called backsliders and Apostates
will burn.

Play "poison
Eggs".

This is us in Europe
with ISIS. Fun. IT's
too bad they split up.

Then, in 2012 ...

We're
broke! Time
to close up
shop.

Our label having died, we called our friends
nonagon and decided, once again, that DIY
was the answer...

10/10 from
Decibel magazine,
even! I was quite
proud of them.

So we started
Controlled Burn
Records to put out
our own music. Our
next Record, an 8
song LP will be out
early 2014. IT's taking
ridiculously long,
just like everything
Else we do.

Visit us at www.austerityprogram.com to hear
music and learn more. Or go to
www.controlledburnrecords.com to find out
what we have to sell people.
.
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